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THE PAST Is Now 

Hopi Connectiom to Ancient Times and Places 

ST~W~:RT B. KOYlYUMl'TFW,\ AND CH IP COLWl!n·CH ~NTH~PHONH 

Imagine for a momenr a beautiful late summer day in the des en of nonhwcstern N ew 

Mexico. Billowy white clouds amble on the horizon. set against a rransluccnr indigo 

sky. A gende. cool wind presses against our skin. We are standing at the edge of the 

Chaco River at a bend. the muddy-blue water flOWing sofdy, steadily below. \Vc are with 

four Hopi culrural advisers at the beginni ;1g of a wcck·long study of traditional cul

tural places. We have JUSt gonen out of tl1e [[uck aner the long drive and are standing 

together in silence, enjoying the peace of the land. Then, suddenly, the river begins to 

rumble, waves cresting. the water tumbling over itself. Aner a few momenrs, as quickly 

as it beg:l.Il, the waves subside, and the river rerurns to its placid drin. \Vc stand in silence 

a momenr longer. "As we are acknowledging them here, they are acknowledging us:' 
Marvin Lalo quiedy says. "It's a positive sign." 

This chapter cenrers on the question of how the past is experienced in the prcsenr. 

\'V'hen archaeologists think of connection or connectivity, th ey typically think about 

thc correspondence among material objects across space and time. This may take the 

form of ceramic typologies or architectural sequences , but whatever form. the mode 

of analysiS depends on correlating existing physical renuins with past social agenrs. In 
conrrast, when Hopi traditionalists think about connectivi ty. the y onen express deep 

affinities that depend on spirirual and emotional relationships across space and time. 

http:beg:l.Il
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For Hopis, understanding the past-as for archaeologists-is materially based, but rea

soning can also be grounded in correlating present spiritual knowledge with past social 

agents. 
Recognizing these different ways of knowing the past is important for further

ing the legal protection of traditional cultural properties. As T. J. Ferguson and Roger 
Anyon (200 I: 113) observed, toO often "cultural resource management based on scien
tific values ... tends to focus on the 'cultural islands' (i.e., archaeological si res):' while 

Hopis and orher Puebloans "perceive archaeological resources to embody vital life 
forces ." According to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, projects with fed
eral funding must be evaluated as to how they will adversely impact the environment, 

including aesthetic qualities of the environment (40 C.ER. § I 508.8). The National 
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966 similarly stipulates that federal agencies 
must consider the effects of proposed projects on any district, site, bUilding, structure, 

or object that is eligible for inclusion in the National Register. In 1992 Public Law 102
575 amended the NHPA and, among other things, specified that "properties of tradi

tional religious and cultural importance to an Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian orga
nization may be determined to be eligible for the inclusion on the National Register" 

(16 U.S.c. §470a(d)(6)(A)). Notably, the law states that when considering the adverse 
effects of a proposed course of action, project proponents and the federal government 

must consider direct or indirect effectS that would impact the integrity of the property's 
feeling (36 C.ER. §800.s(a)(I )). The spiritual and emotional connections Hopi cul

tural advisers express regarding sacred and traditional locales can be included as these 

feelings ofplace. 
In th is chapter we offer insights gathered during tWO such applied projects admin

istered by the Hopi Tribe that sought to use anthropological research to protect Hopi 

traditional cultural properties in the path of twO development projects: a power plane 
in northwestern New Mexico and a major transmission line from New .Mexico across 

Arizona to Nevada. Over the course of these projects between 2006 and 2007, we 
worked closely with more than tWO dozen Hopi cultural advisers, conducting sit-down 

interviews as well as place-based interviews carried Out at the si tes to be affected. (All 

quotes of cultural advisers in this chapter come from these interviews.) In addition , 
archival research and literature reviews were undertaken. We present a small portion of 

our original research, as the larger project involved addressing multiple aspects of the 
living landscape-named places, shrines and offering places, ancestral villages and sites, 

trails and pilgrimage routes, stones and minerals, plants, rap tors, animals, and water

that at once embody past and present. 

HOPITUTSKWA 

Hopi affinities for the past are expressed through affinities of space, interlinked expres

sions of time and place. Perhaps this is most powerfully expressed in the concept of 
Hopitutskwa, which literally means "Hopi land" (Hill et al. 1998: 101). Hop is charac

terize H opitutskwa in different ways but always as extending far beyond the confines of 
the modern Hopi Reservation. There is often reference to the histOrical Hopi heartland, 
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which is demarcated by a series ofshrines. Clan members from Second Mesa visit these 

shrines annually along a homviikya (pilgrimage trail, literally corn meal route) to make 
ofFerings, traveling to cleven or more shrines over the course of eight days (Ferguson, 
Koyiyumptewa, and Colwell-Chanthaphonh 2005 :4). Significantly, these shrines 
encircle the "plaza" of Hopi lands, implying that the "village" of Hopi lands extends 

much further-in fact, encompassing all of the Greater Southwest (Jenkins, Ferguson, 
and Dongoske 1994). As elder Morgan Saufkie explained to us in an interview, "It's a 

bomviikya area. The place we're at is the plaza and the houses surrounding it then go 
way out there." Hopitutskwa is the literal homeland and metaphorical heartland of the 
Hopi people. 

"Land has always been the mainstay of Hopi culture:' Richard o. Clemmer 

(1979:533) has written. "The Hopi ceremonial cycle ... expresses a philosophical 

imperative mandating proper preparation, use, and appreciation of land and its gen
erative powers." The traditional land claimed by Hopis should not be confused with 
the political land claims made in more recent years. For example, the land the Hopi 

Tribe claimed duting the Indian Claims Commission process could not encompass the 
entirety of Hopitutskwa largely because of the ic:gal stipulations that tribes could seek 

compensation only for exclusive aboriginal territOry and, in the case of the Hopi, land 
the United States took when it assumed sovereignty over northern Arizona in 1848 

(Ferguson and Dongoske 1994: IS ). 
Florence Hawley Ellis (I C)74: 140) warned that land descriptions that encompass 

narrow boundaries should not be ta.ken literally because "the Hopi claim-and justly

that they are a people made up of groups from many and often distant areas; we know 
that in the historical period they received additions from the Tewa, Tano, Tiwa, Keres, 

Jemez, and Zuni speaking pueblos of New lVlexico." Gordon Page has emphasized that 
the Hopi claims to land are not merely political but also deeply symbolic: 

The Hopis, lim of all, claim the North American cominent from ocean ro ocean. 
This claim is always presented as being a basic considerJtion in boundary discussions. 
The second claim i.s more conservative 3.nd approximates the area formerly occupied 
by the ancestors of the clans which now make up the loosely organized "Hopi tribe." 
... It is an area of shrines, sacred natural features, cagle trapping locations, and regions 
where .lair is obtainable. It is necessary ro realize, concerning this second claim, that 
aerual [capitalist] use is not the important thing. What is important is that this area 
be recognized as a sacred area. (1954:8) 

The Hopi experience geography as cultural landscapes that constitute the memory of 

the people (Ferguson and Anyon 2001: 103). 

Named Places 

For many American Indians, named places are vital cultural sites that recall past 

events and honor the ancestors who named them (Thornton 1997). Naming is also a 
potent mechanism to claim ownership; names imbue the land with power as expressions 

of possession and right. Unlike Euro-Americans, who have long inscribed names on 
maps, Native cu ltures often create "maps in the mind" (Basso 1996:43 ). For Puebloans, 
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named landscape features are meronyms that evoke the image of places and the values 
and stories associated with those places (Young 1988:4-9). Even after years or genera
tions have passed, the cultural process of memory can be renewed by actively ViS iting a 
place:, by uttering its name once again (Morphy 1995). This is not an invention or "rein

terpretation of landscape but a process of discovery and revelation in which ancestral 
presence is tangible and immutable" (Ferguson and Colwdl-Chanthaphonh 2006:31). 
Scores of places within and surrounding Hopitutskwa have Hopi names. 

Names are a complex social phenomenon, used variously in different contexts by 
different community members. One example of an intricate and subde Hopi place 
name involves the appellations for Tsegi Canyon and the Ancestral Puebloan villages of 
Betatakin and Keet See! associated wirh it. i\[any refer ro Tsegi Canyon as Ka westima 

(Snowy Pbce), while others refer to Betatakin or Keet Seel by this name; others calJ 

Betatakin 'Eziasrima; while stifl others call Tsegi Canyon L ertaytupqa (Flute Canyon). 
The use of multiple names for one place or of one name for several places should be 

understood as a complex layering of meaning over the land, not as contradictOry evi
dence or tvidcnce offabrication. After all, most Americans know that New York C ity

the Big Apple-is also simultaneously Manhattan, ~eens, Brooklyn, the Bronx, and 

Staten Island. 
One example of a place name and a place that intersects past and present is 

Yotse'vayu (Ute River), the San Juan River. Yotse'vayu is highly Significant in Hopi h is

tory as a river on which many ancient pueblos depended, as both a clan migration route 
and a tributary of the sacred Pisisvayu (Colorado River) . Numerous ancient pueblos 

adjoin the San Juan River, from large villages such as Salmon Ruin to smaller sites (Reed 

2006). Notably, archaeological evidence suggests that before the Tewa-Hopi were in the 
Rio Grande region, the), likely lived in the area of the upper San Juan River around AD 

1000-1200 (Stanislawski 1979:600). 
At one village site along Yotse'vayu visited during our fieldwork, Hopi advis

ers located rock art, which, when combined with their traditional knowledge of clan 
migrations, indicated that sen:ral clans had migrated through the area. When asked 

who lived in the \'illage, Harold Polingyumptc\va said, "Me. My ancestors. Probably 
Parrot Clan, Kachina Clan, Badger, Rabbit, Butterfly, Porcupine clans." Significantly, 

O wen Numkena Jr. added that the San Juan River constituted an ancient migration 
trail. "They follow the rivers on the migration:' he said. The fact that Yotse'vayu flows 

into the sacred Pisisvayu only adds to its religious and cultural significance. Morgan 

Saufkie, a Bear Clan member from Songoopavi, explicated his views ofYotse'vayu: 

A lot of clan people went up through that area, the Bear Clan \\'~nt up through there , 

and the Tobacco Clan and Bear Clan lived near Farmingron. 'lhe San Juan River is 

our aboriginal land. 'W'e claim up ro the San Juan , our Songoopavi claim. 1h~y used 
the water from the San Juan in different cetemonies here at Songoopavi. And they 
rook a ponion of that river and planted it here. And there's a seep right in the Pinyon 

area , Kiisi\\'u . 1har was a long tim~ ago. lhe Sanjuan River is srill a sacred place. 
When you're smoking, you think about rhese place~ :111.1 make praye rs ro bring rheir 
\\,;u er here. 
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Trails and Pilgrimage Routes 

Trails and pilgrimage routes are important features of the landscape, as they physi
cally and conceptually link the Hopi Mesas to areas of cultural significance. For cen
turies, trails were used for trade with the Z uni, Acoma, Rio Grande pueblos, Navajo, 
Walapai, Havasupai, Paiutes, and Apaches (Beaglehole 1937:82-86; Colton 1941; 
Colton 1951 :2-3). These trails are often conceived ofas links between landmarks, such 
as hills or shrines, rather than what we might think of as highways or well-worn roads. 
Trails used by Hopis are consequendy historical markers that trace the relationship 

between diffen:nt places. A number of trails radiating Out from the Hopi Mesas have 
been previously recorded, ifloosely described, such as the Navajo trail to Fort Defiance , 
the Zuni trail, Salt Lake trail , Hopi trail to Verde Valley, Apache trail, Ute trail, Supai 

trail, and the trail to the San Francisco Peaks (Ferguson and Dongoske 1994). 
The Grand Canyon Salt Pilgrimage trail is a sacred homviikya that connects the 

village of Orayvi on Third M esa and a natural salt mine 0n the Colorado Ri\'er. The 

salt mine is situated in a dang~tous place, so "long ago the War Twins had set up shrines 
and established rules to make the journey safe for the Hopi" (Simmons 1942:233). It 
is a well-known trail used in ritual journeys associated with societies (Colton 19-*6; 
Ferguson and Dongoske 1994:63; Titiev 1937). The journey is profound, for "Hopis 

believe that the Grand C anyon is the abode of the spirits of the dead. Here the unseen 

spirits are believed to live in invisible pueblos and carryon their daily life like living 
Hopis in the world above" (Colton 1946:3). This homviikya is intimately connected 
to a series of shrines-some named, such as Kyeekeltuy Kii 'am (Fledgling House) and 

Totolospi (a gambling game)-as well as ancient legends and stOries. The trail and the 

shrines that dot it , although spread over a vast landscape, constitute one feature, the 
sacred homviiky.J.. All of these partS make up the whole ; thus damage to one shrine 

threatens the entire pilgrimage route. As Leigh J. Kuwanwisiwma explained, "The trail 
is a whole. You impact one part, you impact everything. It's all connected, spiritua!ly 

and physically. It 's not JUSt a trail-it's a pilgrimage trail. It's the difference between a 

naapvo, a foot trail , and a homviik)'a." 

Stones and Minerals 

Hopis traditionally use a variety of rock, sand, and clay in their ceremonial and 
everyday lives (Ellis 1974:139-144). Clay is collected to make porrery, sand is used in 

food preparation and rituals, and minerals are used as dyes and paints. Rocks ofvarious 

types have myriad uses, including me tates, manos, piiki stones, rubbing stones, abrad
ers, and house and kiva construction tools and materials. "The Hopi are assiduous col

lectors," anthropologist Walter Hough (1902:465) recorded more than a century ago. 
"Every house is a museum of the environment, with specimens from the mineral, ani

mal, and vegetal kingdoms, and t wry Hopi is a repository ofknowledge as to the places 
where minerals may be secured. Time and distance are of little thought when it comes 

to procuring the materials desired." 
During our fieldwork, advisers often identified stones and minerals and their us es. 

Once while standing at the tdgt of the Chaco River, advisers observed that the coarse 
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sand brought in by the flowing water is used in the mortar that binds sronts rogether 
in pueblo construction. The coarse river sand is also used in the adobe that COvers 

roofs because, reportedly, rainwater easily runs off of roofs when adobe is tempered 
with good, coarse river sand. Advisers emphasized that these are cultural resources, past 

and present. "There are plenty of resources here if you know what you're looking for," 
Marvin Lalo explained. "These were the things our ancesrors used, and we can still use 
them roday." Raleigh H. Puhuyaoma Sr. added by way of an example, "If we're doing a 
Katsina initiation, we could come out here for the 'colors' [minerals for pigments]. I 

can sec over there red and white. If there's none at Hopi, then maybe we could come OUt 

here and gather them." Puhuyaoma was referring ro visible minerals JUSt north ofwhere 
we were standing, minerals Hopis callpalatsqa (red clay) and tuuma (white clay) and 

use on ritual paraphernalia. 
Elsewhere along the Chaco River, Puhuyaoma identified a ta/vitapi (polishing 

srone) that could be used for pottcry production. Talvitapi are also used in house con

struction and maintenance, ro smooth the adobe applied ro house (and kiva) fl oors and 
walls. In this same area, Lalo pointed ro a tusanowa (exfoliating rock), which is "used to 

wash the dirt that's really stuck on your knees or elbows. It 's mostly women who would 
use these ro beautify themselvcs." Still other srone and mineral resources were identi fied, 

such as ruupi (quartz crys tal) used for fetishes and silakinowa (petrified wood), which 
is integral to the Snake Dancer kilt. Advisers suggested that even if these exact stones 

were not archaeological artifacts-that is, not used by their ancesrors in the past-they 
remain an affirmative cultural reSOUFce roday because they are traditional items still used 

in the retention and transmission of Hopi culture. 

Plants 

As agriculturalistS and indigenous botanists, Hopis traditionally have an exren

sive knowledge of plants throughout Hopitutskwa. "Curiously enough, every Moki is 

a botanist," Hough (1898: 13 7) observed long ago, and he then detailed Hopi use of 
around 150 plant species, including one source gathered 644 km distant from the H opi 

Mesas. Subsequent studies have supported Hough's claims and further documented the 
scores of wild plant species Hopis have utilized for consumption, domestic, and ritual 

activities (Beagleholc 1937:50; ColtOn 1974; Fewkes 1896; Lomaomvaya, Ferguson, 
and YeattS 2001 ; Stanislawski 1979:592; Whiting 1966). In a recent study, Hopis 

documented 367 important plant species found across northern Arizona (Albert and 
Colwell-Chanthaphonh 2007). 

Plants are obviously natural resources as objects constituted by nature, but the Hopi 

have imbued them with deep and complex cultural meanings. Thus plaots are not eas
ily separated from other phenomena in Hopi thought. As Alfred F. Whiting (1966:3) 
observed, the juniper is used for washing post-natal women, newborns, and the dead, 

as well as in "punishments" by holding a misbehaving youngster next ro a juniper fire. 
Whiting explained further how these seemingly disconnected practices arc integrated 
into a holistic explanatory framework: 
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In much of H opi thought , juniper and fire are closely associated. For example, the: Jun i

per clans belong ro the Fire-Coyo te phratry. Through this association juniper as well as 
fire is thought ro cleanse and protect. Thus the water in which juniper has been soaked 

will purify the man contaminated by handling the dead, and will protect the mother, 

who is close ro death in child birth. Similarly the ash ofjuniper protects the newborn 

child while in later years the smoke purifies him ofhis naughtiness. (1966:3) 

In one SpOt adjacent to the Chaco River, advisers recognized multiple plams 

important to Hopi lifeways. Siuaapi (rabbitbrush) is used as a yellow dye in making 
wicker baskets and plaques; women generally collect it after Niman (Home Dance). 
Tamarisk, alrhough imroduced after European comact, is a plant Hopis now use ro 

form the ngoLz, the core ring ofa yucca basket. Wukokung)'a (sagebrush) has ceremonial 
uses and is used in ritual cleansing, in which it is chewed and then applied over one's 

body. Teptsoki or teeve are the names for greasewood, also present in this rich area and 
used for rabbit sticks, piiki batter sticks, and rasps for Katsina. It is also a fuel source for 

cooking and one of the prescribed kiva wood fuels. The cottonwood tree has mulriple 
ceremonial and domestic uses. Different pans of the tree are used at differem times. For 
example, when a Snake House is built during the Snake Dance, branches are used; for a 

tihu (kachina doll), the paako (cortonwood roOt) is collected. Corronwood, like willow, 

is occasionally transplanted and thus is not always or merely a "wild" botanical resource 
(Whiting 1966: 17). YO'ngo (prickly pear cactus) was also identified here, a ritual item 

and traditional Hopi food source, particularly when crops fail. 
Later, during the same research projecr, advisers distinguished different kinds of 

qahavi (Willow), ,including sakwaqahavi (blue Willow) and masiqahaui (gray Willow). 
Advisers relared that qafJaui is used for various ceremonial and everyday purposes. The 

ancient Pueblo use of willow is indicated by archaeological research-for example, the 
discovery of sewn willow burial mats at Chaco Canyon, Aztec Ruins, and Salmon Ruin 

(\Vebster 2006). Hopis today use qahavi ceremonially to make paaho, Katsina para
pherna]ia, ritual bows, and the wedding kir, as well as in kiva and home construction. 

Kuungya (mountain sagebrush) is used in paaho and as a medicine ro cleanse rhe body. 

Paatso (Third Mesa dialect) or paatsotso (First and Second Mesas) are the names for 

cocklebur, used by Katsinas and during iniriarion and employed domestically in the 

manufacture of rugs. 
Hopi advisers stated rhat plant resources are importam today because the mere 

presence of these plantS makes traditional areas potential collection zones. They 

explained that at present maaovi (snakeweed) is difficulr to find around rhe Hopi 

Mesas, so gatherers musr either use supplies stored in kivas or travel ro distant areas 
around Hopitutskwa. Hough (1898:138) recorded that even before the adoprion of 

automobiles, Hopis traveled exrensively ro collect plant materials ; one trip ro collect 
birch bark rook them more than 400 miles from the Hopi Mesas. 

Raptors 

Raprors-eagles, hawks, falcons , and other birds of prey-are highly valued by 
Hopis for their spiritual associations and their key role in Hopi religiOUS life. Raprors 
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are believed to be the living reincarnation of clan relatives and as such are a vital link 

between Hopis and ancestral spirits. Young raptors, typically eaglets and hawks, are col 

lected each spring from designated gathering areas, then taken to villages where they 
are welcomed-ritually washed, givc:n names, and offered gifTs. They are well cared for 

through spring and summer and are fed small game, such as squirrels and rabbit. After 

Niman they are ritually "sene home" to communicate with the ancestral spirits abOUt 

whether and how the Hopis arc fulfilling their responsibilities as stewards of the land. 

Their feathers are removed and stored, and their bodies are buried in a kwaatu'ami, a 

special cemetery. "When we came to this world, Maasaw chose us to be his caretakers; 

Floyd Lomakuyvaya explained to us when asked about the origin and responsibilities 

of gathering eagles. "The Creator created those birds for this purpose. We didn't (h OMe 

this. Maasaw gave us this for our church so we could send messages to the spirit world, 


to the six directions. And they carry messages back the other way, messages for health, 


for plams, for wo.t~r, for all humankind-to care for all the earth." 

The feathers and other pans of the raptors are employed in a multitude of reli

gious contexts : ceremonial altars, costumcs, and objects. Documeneed ceremonial u~es 
include the Powamuy and Paaloloqangw ceremonies, Sa'lako, Flute ceremony, Snake 

Dance, and Basket Dance (Fewkes 1903; Parsons 1936). Anthropologist Alexander 

Stephen alone documeneed the fact that eagle feathers are used in dozens of ritual 

objects, such as dltars, Katsina staffs, talwiipiki (lightning frames), taLa'uaiJ'i (calendar 

sticks), standards, rattles, and baskets (Parsons 1936). Among eagle feathers' important 

roles :lrc their uses in paaho (prayer sticks), nakwakwusi (prayer feathers ), and poijlavi 
(road markers), which deliver spiritual messages to the ancestors. Because prayer sticks 

and prayer fothers are not reused, every year thousands of new feathers are needed to 

make the offerings for btinging moisture and thus sustaining all life on earth. The col

lecrion of eagles is a highly ritualized practice. Selected clan members gather in their 

designated gathering area, first deSignated to clans based on their ancestral migrarions 
(Fewkes 1900; Voth 1912). Strict rules govern the collection of raptors, maklng the 

practice sustainable over centuries. 
It is difficult to overemphasize raptOrs' importance to Hopis. W' hen asked what 

would happen if cagle gathering was curtailed or stopped, Harlyn Monongyc, an eagle 
practitioner for the Greasewood Clan, said, "If there are no eagle feathers , then that's 

the end of our customs. We won't hdve any rain because that's what we usc for rain and 

snow." In another interview Norman Albert, an eagle practitioner for the Sun Clan, 

explained, "Eagles are a parr of our religion, part of our equipment. When you die, 

you need eagle feathers to carry you to the next world." Albert's nephew Kevin Crooke 

elaborated, "The eagle is the symbol for all Hopi because all Hopis practice the religion. 

Hopis would die without the eagle. It's the blsis of our culture." 

ADVERSE EFFECTS AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

The research described here was undertaken to document Hopis' connections to their 

ancestral past for the express purpose of protecting places threatened by development 

proj~cts. Dre:ld over these projects is a driving motivation for all thc Hopi cultural 
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advisers with whom we work to record their traditional histories. "It's an impact all the 

way through, from the beginning to the end," Ferrell Secakuku said about one power 

line project. "It 's an eyesore and takes away from the natural beauty of the land. It takes 

away from the spirits, the shrines, and archaeological sitt s." Theodore Namingha Sr. 

expressed a similar opinion about the same project : "\Xfhatever they do, it'll affect 

everything-the ground, animals, water. It will have effects a long time from now." By 

participating in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and National Historic 

Preservation Act (NHPA) process and documenting the Hopi landscape, Hopis can at 

least attempt to prevent, or possibly mitigate, adverse effects, even as they recognize that 

the laws do not guarantee protection for identified traditional cultural properties (sec 

Parker and King 1998:4). 

The implementing regulations for NEPA define "effects" and "impacts" synony

mously, and both the direct and indirect effects ofproposed projects must be considered 

(40 CER. § 1508.8). Effects are broadly conStrued to include "ecological . . . aesthetic, 

historic, cultural, economic, social, or health [effects]' whether direct. indirect, or cumu

lath'e" (40 C.ER. §1508.8). Regulations for the NHPA conceive of adverse effects as 

occurring "when an undertaking may alter, directly or indirectly, any of the characteris

tics ofa histOric property that qualify the propert}' for inclusion in the National Register 

in a manner that would dim inish the integrity of the property's location, deSign, sct

ting, materials, workmanship, feeling, or association" (36 C.F.R. §800.5(a) (l )) . These 

impacts can be short-term, long-term, or cumulative: "Adverse effects may include rea 

sonably foreseeable effects caused by the undertaking that may occur later in time, be 

farther removed in distance or be cumulative" (36 C.F.R. §800.5 (a)(1)) . 

Many of the direct effects that concern Hopis can be avoided with careful and 

thoughtful planning. Roads can be built around known archaeological sites and shrines; 

power lines can be constructed away from eagle nesting areas; weed prevention pro

grams can be implemented to leJ.\'c gathering areas unaffected. M any potential indirect 

effects can be avoided or mitigatcd-for example, by building avian-safe structures to 

reduce noise, the d~ctromagnt:tic field, and the probability of collisions and electrocu

tions; employing a Hopi cultural monitor during construction; and creating emergency 

response programs in case of oil spills from equipment. All these approaches are aimed 

at avoiding or mitigating adverse impacts to traditional cultural properties by focusing 
on the physical preservation of landscapes. Still, with massive development proj ~ ctS , 

such as transmission lines, even though the footprint of individual towers is relatively 
small, the cumulative effeCt of thousands of towers, staging areas, substations, and roads 

can negatively impaCt tens of thousands ofacres. 

A consideration only of biological effects or impacts on heritage resources, how

ever, does not address the full issue of the adverse impaCts on Hopi traditional places. 

Hopis hold the land to be sacred, laced with plants, animals, stones, and ancestral sites 

that art religiOUS instruments, connections to culture and history. The violence done to 

one feature of the land is thus a kind ofviolence to the entirety ofHopi cui.ture, history, 

and religion. In analogous terms, imagine that the world is a church . The entire building 

is respected and adored for its symboliC religious meanings and as a place people go to 
be healed and ofFer prayers . Imagine a careless. disrespectful child throwing a rock at the 
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church and breaking a window. In the overall view it is juSt a window, perhaps even a 

window that can be repaired. But the act of throwing a rock at a sacred place is a careless 

act with an undercurrent of violence and disrespect. The Hopi advisers, then, recognize 

that some development projects may not permanently alter the region's biota or other 

resources, but the project nonetheless undermines Hopi feelings of sacredness, steward. 

ship, and respect. 

What about the less concrete impacts of development projects, the impacts On a 

place's aesthetic qualities (NEPA) andftelings (NHPA)? Can these impacts be accounted 

for and measured? If so, what is the role ofarchaeology? Concerns about these kinds of 

shapeless impacts are central to Hopi concerns about development projeers. "Any proj

ect in this area would have an impaer because it would diminish the spiritual strength 

that we have there:' Ferrell Secakuku told us. "People can see [that] the power lines 

are distracting. It's a beautiful land, a spectacular land. It'll take that away." But how 

can one protect feelings of beauty, specialness, and spirituality ? For Hopis, these intan

gible feelings are grounded in the tangible. To proteer the spiritual integrity of eagles, 

we have to proteer eagle habitat. To preserve the ancestors' spirits, we have to avoid 

destroying graves and shrines. To save beautiful places, we have to maintain vicwsheds. 

To respect water, the source of life, we must not pollute it. Of course, real-world solu

tions arc never this straightforward, bur the point is that while Hopis express concern 

about how projects may impact feelings of place, we can proteer feelings by proteering 

places. For Hopis, the immaterial essence ofspirit is inextricably linked to the concrete 

ness ofplace-to maintain spiritual connection to the land is to maintain phYSical con

nection to the land. 

As we have suggested in this chapter, we can account for these concerns, although 

not byany easy quantitative measure. The concerns are documented during collaborative 

research, as expressed by traditional religious and cultural leaders, and are supponed by 

earlier generations of anthropological research. The key is for researchers to undertake 

a broad methodology that intersects ethnology, ethnohisrory, and archaeology while 

embraCing a holistic and humanistic theoretical approach that begins with how N ative 

Americans view and value the land. In this way, we hope this kind of work is not only 

useful for tribes and that it enables the proteerion of important places bur that it can 

also help provide productive new avenues for archaeological inquiry. 

CONCLUSION 

Recognizing Hopi connections to the past is a simple yet rewarding experience. From a 

Hopi perspective, the key word here is "simple"-the Simplicity of holding on to these 

connections. These conneerions to the past are a vital pan of the Hopi because their cul

ture and everything it encompasses is still a living culture. Hopi traditionalists believe a 

culture that has thrived for thousands ofyears will continue to flourish only with lessons 

learned from the past. The Hopi people have always been stewards of the eanh first. The 

land, or Hopitutskwa, is a key to its culture, and Hopi people know firsthand that if 

people do not take care of the land, it does not take care of them. The Hopi have taken 

on this responsibility for all who roam [he eanh, a simple but rewarding benefit. 
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